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"The dishwashing category is mature, with just a few
companies dominating the market. Although leading

brands and convenient formats have led sales growth,
consumers are price driven in their purchases. Robust
cleaning, especially removing food residue and cutting

grease, is crucial for entering the category, but consumers
also view natural dishwashing products positively."

- Stephen Brown, Household Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Sales struggle to keep up with inflation
• Sales for value brands decline
• Gradual decline in homeownership may delay dishwasher purchases

For the purposes of this Report, Mintel defines dishwashing products as follows:

• Dishwashing liquid for hand-washing dishes
• Detergent for automatic dishwashers, including tablet/capsule, liquid/gel, and powder
• Rinse aids for automatic dishwashers
• Dishwasher cleaner
• Detergent booster

This Report excludes towels, scrubbers, and other tools used for cleaning.
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Homeowners seek convenient retailers and wholesale prices
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Lifestage needs coincide with retailers shopped
Figure 32: Select retailers where consumers buy dishwashing products – Most shopped, by age, February 2017

Hispanics rely on same retailers as most shoppers
Figure 33: Walmart, supermarket, and club where consumers buy dishwashing products – Most shopped, by Hispanic origin, February
2017

Robustness leads influencers in highly functional category
Figure 34: TURF Analysis – Purchase influencers, February 2017
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Liquid purchasers associate colors with key attributes
Figure 39: Correspondence Analysis – Dishwashing products – Color perceptions, February 2017
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Figure 44: Dishwashing behaviors, February 2017

Newness to category drives maintenance
Figure 45: Select dishwashing behaviors, by age, February 2017

Young adults take eco-friendly steps to maintain dishwasher
Figure 46: Natural dishwashing behaviors, by age, February 2017

Hispanics more involved than most in maintenance
Figure 47: Select dishwashing behaviors, by Hispanic origin, February 2017

Positive impressions about natural products outweigh expense
Figure 48: Select attitudes toward natural dishwashing products, February 2017

Core buyers for naturals develop at early lifestage
Figure 49: Select attitudes toward benefits of natural dishwashing products, by age, February 2017

Figure 50: Select attitudes toward purchasing natural dishwashing products, by age, February 2017

Renters hold positive impression over naturals
Figure 51: Select attitudes toward natural dishwashing products, by primary residence, February 2017

Hispanics view natural products as safe, gentle
Figure 52: Select attitudes toward natural dishwashing products, by Hispanic origin, February 2017
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Terms

Figure 53: Total US retail sales and forecast of dishwashing products, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2011-21
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Figure 60: Total base samples for detergent users, Fall 2011-Fall 2016
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